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BRATTON  PRIMARY  SCHOOL 

 
Learn - Have Fun – Succeed 
Headteacher: Mr Ian Bolton 

Carpenter’s Lane, Bratton, Westbury, Wiltshire,  BA13 4RL 

 

Zebra Class Curriculum (Term 4) 
 

Dear parents and carers, 
 
Welcome back to Zebra Class, we hope that you have had a relaxing Half-Term and that the children are ready 
to become palaeontologists to explore our new topic, ‘Dinosaurs’. We will continue to display our timetable and 
‘Explore and Learn Time’ overview on the Zebra Class windows to tell you about the engaging activities that 
your child will have the opportunity to experience each week and learning in our class will continue to be a 
mixture of adult-led, adult-initiated and child-initiated activities.  
 
Literacy: Writing 
As the children continue to develop their writing skills, there will be an increasing focus on providing 
opportunities to write, inspired by high quality dinosaur themed literature, dinosaur dig role-play and dinosaur 
small world, all to promote the use of story-telling and high level vocabulary in play. Our exciting topic begins 
with the discovery of a collection of dinosaur eggs in the school grounds.  The children will work in teams to 
build nests and write signs to keep their eggs protected. The children will learn about adjectives and verbs and 
use this knowledge to draw and label a picture of what they think the dinosaur inside might look like.  They will 
learn about verbs and apply this knowledge to write sentences to describe dinosaur actions and movement. 
They will keep a dinosaur egg diary, observing changes to the eggs as they begin to hatch.  They will then work 
together to solve the mystery of where the baby dinosaurs have escaped to, creating posters to find them.  
They will work in groups to create a labelled diagram of how to trap the escaped dinosaurs, before building 
these and awaiting the results!  In Week 3, we will be celebrating literature of all kinds in our whole school 
‘Literary Week’.  During this, the children will write their own dinosaur adventure, using the structure of ‘Katie 
and the Dinosaurs’, a story about a child going back in time to meet real dinosaurs after venturing through a 
magic door at the museum.  The children will also pretend to be dinosaurs and write letters to Max, a character 
in ‘Dear Dinosaur’.  They will also write a fact file about a newly discovered dinosaur.   
 
Literacy: Reading 
This term we will begin Phase 4 of our phonics teaching. This continues to build on blending to read and 
segmenting to spell, using combinations of sounds covered in Phases 2 and 3.  No new sounds are introduced 
in this phase, with the emphasis instead being on increasingly complex combination of consonants (C) and 
vowels (V) and the introduction of new ‘tricky’ words, which we refer to in class as ‘camera words’, as they 
cannot be sounded out, so must be learnt by sight.  These words have been added to your child’s Phonics 
Folder.  Please go through these at home regularly, in addition to the existing Phase 2 and 3 sounds and words 
sheets. Our leaning this term will be as follows: 
Week 1: Reading and writing: CVC, CVCC words and sentences.  Words to read: said, so.  Words to spell: he, 
she, we, me, be, that, then, this.   
Week 2: Reading CCVC words and sentences. Words to read: have, like, some, come, now, will, with. Words 
to spell: was, you. 
Week 3: Reading words containing adjacent consonants: bl, fl, gl, pl, cl, sl and Phase 4 tricky words: were, 
there, little, one.  Words to spell: they, all, are, for, them, down.  Writing sentences with these words and those 
with Phase 2 and 3 sounds. 
Week 4: Reading words containing adjacent consonants: tr, dr, gr, cr, br and Phase 4 tricky words: do, when, 
out, what.  Words to spell: my, her, see, too, look.  Writing sentences with these words and those with Phase 2 
and 3 sounds. 
Week 5: Phase 4 Phonics assessments to inform planning for Term 5 and reading Phase 4 high frequency 
words: children, help, just, went, from, it’s. Reading and writing sentences with Phase 4 words. 
Week 6: Revision of all sounds and words from this term.  
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Your child will continue to bring home two scheme reading books each week, changed every Friday and 
carefully differentiated to his or her ability level, as a result of comprehensive phonics assessments completed 
at the end of last term, as well as on-going monitoring of progress during the term.  We would, ideally, like the 
children to read to an adult at home at least five times a week. Please record this in his or her Reading Record.  
The children will also choose a library book each Friday to take home, for you to read to and with them. Your 
child will read to a member of the Zebra Team each week, with a focus on not only applying the above skills, 
but also discussing what they read.  This term we will be focusing on: making predictions about the text before 
we read it; talking about what we like and dislike about a text; describing story settings, events and characters 
and re-telling stories in order.  It would be greatly appreciated if you could continue to have these discussions at 
home, particularly when reading books to your child with a reading level beyond your child’s current reading 
ability, therefore allowing your child to take part in comprehension discussions about more complex stories. 
 
Communication and Language 
As detailed above, the children will experience frequent reading of high quality fiction and non-fiction texts with 
dinosaur themes, to develop listening skills and expand their vocabulary for speaking and writing. Engaging 
speaking and listening focus group activities, a dinosaur dig role-play and dinosaur small world resources will 
be provided to support this.  
 
Mathematics 
The children will develop the following skills through engaging activities, games, songs and role play: 
Week 1: Place numbers 1-20 in order and say what is one more or one less, extending beyond 20 where 
appropriate. 
Week 2: Addition by counting on and using a number line. 
Week 3: Subtraction by counting back and using a number line. 
Week 4: Subtraction by counting back and using a number line. 
Week 5: Division: halving and sharing. 
Week 6: Weight, to compare quantities and objects and solve problems. 
Regular handwriting activities will focus on refining the formation of all numbers to 20 (and beyond, where 
appropriate).   
 
Understanding the world 
The children will explore the role of a palaeontologist, as well as fossils, skeletons and dinosaur diets.  They will 
make their own fossils and create dinosaur skeleton pictures.  The children will also make observations of 
changes to the environment as we enter spring, including labelling diagrams of spring flowers with scientific 
vocabulary.  They will also explore egg laying creatures and the life cycle of a chicken.  We will also explore the 
celebration of Easter in different countries and associated symbolism of eggs.  In Technology, the children will 
develop their use of digital photography, using IPads to take photos of dinosaur scenes that they have created 
in the small world area and spring flowers in the school grounds.  The children will also continue to develop 
their use of laptops and classroom computers, by playing phonics and maths games, to support the individual 
targets set for them in their mid-year reports. 

 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
As stressed in our previous letters, it is of the utmost importance that your child feels happy, confident and safe 
in our school.  The children will continue to be supported to develop and expand their relationships with children 
and adults within the class and the wider school community.  Within circle time, and as situations arise during 
play, we will talk about feelings, fairness and being kind, reinforcing our behavioural expectations and the 
reasons for these. As in previous terms, to promote self-confidence to speak in front of an audience, further 
children will look after Ziggy the Zebra for a week. He will bring a diary with him, for you and your child to add a 
couple of pages of photos/drawings and words to explain what he has been up to. It doesn’t matter what Ziggy 
experiences with your child; ordinary routines are equally as valued as exciting day trips.  
 
We will continue to nurture a ‘Growth Mindset’ within our children, to prepare them for effective and enjoyable 
lifelong learning and to protect their emotional well-being by becoming more resilient when faced with problems 
and change.  We will support your child to actively seek a challenge, persevere when things are tricky, reflect 
on and learn from mistakes, rather than fearing failure, and value feedback from others. We will be further 
developing their understanding of the whole school vocabulary of resilience, reciprocity, resourcefulness and 
reflectiveness, as well as strategies to use when faced with a challenge, as shown on our ‘I’m stuck’ board. 
 
Physical Development 
In Physical Development on Fridays, the children will develop control and co-ordination in large and small 
movements with balls, refining rolling, throwing and catching skills.  They will learn to negotiate spaces carefully 
and follow instructions with several steps.   
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Throughout focused group activities and ‘Explore and Learn’ time (child-initiated play) the children will explore a 
wide range of indoor and outdoor construction equipment and mark-making tools, linked to our dinosaurs topic, 
such as building nests, traps, caves, museums and time machines, as well as constructions inspired by their 
own current fascinations. We will continue to develop letter and number formation skills in handwriting activities 
and strengthen finger and wrist muscles at our Finger Gym challenge table.  The children will continue to 
develop their physical skills with our sports coach, Miss Wozniak, on Wednesdays. Please ensure that your 
child has a complete, named P.E. kit in school every day, including jogging bottoms and a tracksuit top. 
 
Expressive Arts and Design The children will continue to explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, 
as well as experimenting with colour, design and texture to create art of their own choice at our ‘Creation 
Station’ and easel.  Adult directed activities this term will include dinosaur salt dough fossils, dinosaur paintings 
and dinosaur skeletons.  The children will also explore the flower art of Georgia O’Keefe.  We will focus on 
creating different tones by colour mixing. The children will create observational paintings of spring flowers in 
this style.  The children will also explore Easter egg themed printing and marbling.  As mentioned previously, 
the children will develop their imaginative play through dinosaur themed role-play and small world. The children 
will also learn action songs, use instruments and create movements relating to dinosaurs, maths and phonics.  

 
Homework 
The children will continue to receive a 10-15 minute activity to complete with you at home, in their red 
Homework Book. This will relate to either Maths, Writing or our topic.  This is sent home on Thursdays, due in 
on the following Tuesday. There will continue to be a short talking homework every other Thursday, relating to 
the Big Write, which will take place the next day.   

 
WOW! Cards 
As in previous terms, we really value the learning that your child demonstrates outside school.  Please continue 
to fill these in as and when your child does or says something new at home. Please let us know in the Home 
Contact book if you need more slips.     
 
Family Fridays 
These sessions will continue to run every Friday morning. A family member may stay for the first half an hour of 
the morning, to share books with your child or play maths games (alternating weeks).  Younger siblings are also 
very welcome to sit with you.  Please sign in at the school office and wait for a member of the Zebra team to 
collect you.   
 
Show and Tell/Special News 
This will continue to take place on Friday afternoons, providing a further opportunity for your child to develop 
the language and confidence needed to speak in front of an audience.  Objects that your child wishes to talk 
about should be brought to school in a named plastic bag that day.  Examples may include a sports certificate, 
a photo or leaflet about somewhere special, a picture that they have drawn, a book that they have really 
enjoyed or an interesting natural object, rather than toys. 

 
As always, thank you in advance for your support this term. Please do not hesitate to contact me should you 
have any questions or concerns.  I am available for longer/more private conversations after school, either in 
person or by phone, by appointment. I look forward to seeing you at our next Parent Consultation evenings in 
the week beginning 12

th
 March.  Further details to follow.  

 
Kind regards, 
 
Mrs Abi Rich, Mrs Lisa Smith and Mrs Alex Wild  
(Zebra Class Team) 
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